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Abstract
For the job shop scheduling problem, the drift of a schedule is the maximum di4erence between
the number of operations performed by two jobs within a time interval. We show instances of
the problem for which every short schedule must allow for nonconstant drift. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the job shop scheduling (JSS) problem there are n jobs and m machines. Each
job consists of a sequence of operations, where each operation is speci<ed in terms
of the machine on which it is to be processed, and the duration of the operation (in
terms of units of time). Each machine can perform at most one operation at any time
unit. The operations in each job need to be performed in order, and a new operation
cannot begin until the previous one <nishes. The goal is to schedule the operations on
the machines in a way that does not violate the above constraints, such that the time
until the last operation terminates is minimized. This problem is NP-hard [8].
The case of unit length acyclic JSS, in which each operation is of unit length and no
job contains two operations to be performed on the same machine, is of special interest.
In particular, it can model the issue of managing the queues in a packet routing problem
in which the route of each packet within the network (from source to destination) is
prespeci<ed. Each packet can be viewed as a job, and each link can be viewed as a
machine, assuming that no two packets are allowed to cross the same link at the same
unit of time. Scheduling the packets amounts to specifying, for each unit of time and
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each link, which of the packets (if any) waiting in queue is to cross the link. Let
Pmax be the maximum distance that a packet needs to cross in the network (or more
generally, the maximum length of a job), and let max denote the maximum number of
packets whose paths cross the same link (or more generally, the maximum total length
of operations that need to be performed on the same machine). Clearly, any schedule
has to have length at least max[max; Pmax]. A celebrated result of Leighton et al. [4]
shows that for packet routing problems, there always is a schedule whose length is
O(max + Pmax). Moreover, this schedule has the property that the length of the queue
at each link is bounded by some universal constant at all time units (assuming that each
node of the network is a source of at most a constant number of packets). In the more
general jobs=machines interpretation, the results of [4] show that there is a universal
constant that bounds the number of time steps between any two consecutive operations
of a job (though the number of time steps that a job waits until its <rst operation is
performed may not be bounded). Our current study of analysing the structure of short
schedules was motivated by the question (which was open at the time) of whether
results similar to those of [4] hold when operations are not of unit length, or when
the acyclicity requirement is removed. See Section 5 for recent developments on this
question.
In this paper, we investigate the drift of short schedules. For a schedule, the active
period of a job is the time interval between the performance of the <rst and last
operations of the job. For any time interval and two jobs that are active in it, their
drift with respect to the time interval is the (absolute value of the) di4erence in the
number of operations performed by the two jobs within the time interval. The drift of
a schedule is the maximum drift of any two jobs and any time interval in which both
jobs are active. We are interested in schedules that are both short (O(max + Pmax)
time units) and have small drift (bounded by a constant). A schedule with a short
drift can be interpreted as a schedule for which in every time interval, the rate at
which di4erent (active) jobs receive service is similar. This is a very strong notion
of fairness of a schedule, which may be appropriate in situations where one does not
want to be discriminated against. (It is frustrating to be in heavy traIc where your
lane is advancing at a slow pace. It may be even more frustrating if you notice that
some other lane is advancing at a more rapid pace. Here a job is to drive the car for
a distance of 1 km. Each operation is to advance by 10 m. The drift you experience
is the distance that keeps growing between your car and that red car in the other
lane.) Leighton et al. [4] made no attempt to minimize the drift. Unlike bounded
queues, drift does not seem to be a natural parameter for packet routing algorithms.
The drift in their schedules is not bounded by a constant, but can readily be seen to be
O(log n).
Observe that for unit length JSS problems, it is always possible to design schedules
with drift 1, by scheduling jobs in a “round robin” fashion. However, the resulting
schedule may be very long. Our main result is that for some unit length acyclic JSS
problems, any short schedule must have a nonconstant drift.
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Theorem 1. There is an in7nite family of unit length acyclic JSS problems (one
problem for each value of n); in which there are n jobs and n machines (implying also
max; Pmax6n); such that any schedule of length O(n) requires a drift of M(log n= log
log n).
It is possible to modify the construction of Theorem 1 so that it gives a routing
problem for which there is no O(n)-length schedule with constant drift. However, the
resulting routing problem is rather bizarre, with packets following routes that make
unexplicable detours. We do not know whether something similar to Theorem 1 is true
for routing problems in which packets follow shortest paths.
The notion of drift is very natural in some contexts (such as clock synchronization in
distributed computation). We are not aware of previous work relating to this notion in
the context of JSS (where it is perhaps less natural). Part of our interest in the drift of
schedules comes from an attempt to design scheduling algorithms which are guaranteed
to produce (relatively) short schedules. A common <rst step in such algorithms (e.g.,
in [4, 6]) is to assign to each job independently a delay chosen at random in the range
[0; n]. This has the e4ect of spreading out randomly the time units in which there is
demand for any particular machine, and with high probability, at every time unit there
are at most O(log n= log log n) jobs that want to use this machine. We investigated
whether assigning initial delays in a more clever way could decrease the demand per
machine below o(log n= log log n). This was inspired by the work of Karp et al. [3] and
Azar et al. [1], who showed that if n balls are thrown into n bins, and each ball can
choose the least loaded of two random bins, then the bin with the maximum number
of balls contains O(log log n) balls with high probability (rather than M(log n= log log n)
balls which is the case when balls are thrown into random bins with no option to
choose between two bins). However, an extended version of Theorem 1 (see Theorem
6), and in particular, the <rst part of its proof (summarized in Theorem 5), implies
that in some cases this is impossible. More generally, any algorithm for <nding short
schedules for (unit length acyclic) JSS problems must allow for M(log n= log log n)
drift.
The proof of Theorem 1 has two parts. In the <rst part (Section 3), we use the
probabilistic method to show that for some JSS problem with n jobs, no matter how
initial delays are chosen, there will be a linear (M(n)) number of “fat” time units in
which there is some machine that is requested by M(log n= log log n) jobs. In the second
part (Section 4) we show that any short schedule with small drift can be modi<ed to
give a delay pattern in which there is a sublinear number of fat time units. The two
parts combined imply the theorem.
2. The model
The de<nitions that follow are specialized for the unit length acyclic version of the
JSS problem.
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There are
a set of m machines; M = {M1; : : : ; Mm};
a set of n jobs; J = {J1; : : : ; Jn};
a set of operations; O = {Oij‖i = 1; : : : ; j; j = 1; : : : ; n};
with Oij being the ith operation of job Jj; j being the number of
operations of job Jj:
Each operation Oij requires one unit of processing time, and has to be performed on a
machine with index kij . A job Jj = {Oij | i=1; : : : ; j} is a sequence of operations that
are to be performed in order. We assume that a job has at most one operation on a
given machine. Each machine can perform a single operation during a unit of time.
The following properties are of interest:
Input properties:
Pmax = the largest job length, i.e., maxj j.
max = the largest machine load, i.e., maxMk |{kij}|kij=k .
Speci7c schedule properties:
Cij = the completion time of Oij,
Cmax = maxi;j Cij.
A job shop schedule is a collection of one-machine schedules
k : {Oij |Oij is to be performed on Mk} 1−1→ Z+0 ; k = 1; : : : ; m
such that for every j and ∀Jj ∈J, and i=1; : : : ; j−1, (O(i+1)j)¿(Oij)+ 1 (assuming
appropriate subscripts on ).
The objective is to produce a schedule that minimizes Cmax.
3. Arbitrary delay patterns
Here, we consider a special type of unit length acyclic JSS instances, that we call
permutation instances. In such instances, there are n jobs, n machines, and each job has
precisely one operation on each machine. Hence there are n!¡nn possible sequences
that make up a job, and (n!)n¡nn
2
possible instances of our problem. For each job
independently we allow an initial delay in the range 0 to (d−1), where 16d6(c−1)n
for some c. In this paper, we will always have 1¡c6 log n. The sequence of initial
delays will be called a delay pattern.
In this section, we consider the schedule that arises by a delay pattern. This schedule
is not required to be legal—several jobs might request the same machine at the same
unit of time. We will not try to resolve these momentary loads on machines, just to
analyse them.
Denition 1. For a permutation instance and a delay pattern, we call a column (time
step) fat if some machine is requested by M(log n= log log n) jobs at this time step. We
say that a delay pattern handles a permutation instance if the number of resulting fat
columns is below n=4.
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We show that there are permutation instances that are not handled by any delay
pattern. Our proof is structured as follows. We <rst use a probabilistic argument to
show that any particular delay pattern handles at most a fraction of d−n=2 of all
permutation instances. We then observe that there are only dn di4erent delay patterns,
which implies that at least half of the permutation instances are not handled by any
delay pattern.
For a <xed choice of delays and a <xed column, the situation resembles the known
experiment of throwing balls into bins. Here the n machines are the bins, and each
job gets to throw one ball (operation) in one of the bins, at random. If the number
of balls (active jobs in the column) is M(n), we expect one bin (machine) to receive
M(log n= log log n) balls. The analysis gets a bit more complicated once several columns
are considered, because of dependencies between di4erent columns—if a job J has an
operation on machine M in column i, then J cannot have an operation on the same
machine M in any other column.
We now proceed with our proof.
Denition 2. After selecting initial delays in the range 0; : : : ; (c−1)n, a block of (jobs
× time units) shall be called busy if it has length n=3 (i.e., the number of time units),
and has 2n=3c jobs active in it. Each of these jobs is running during every column
(time step) of the block.
Proposition 2. Given an instance of n jobs each of length n and an assignment of
initial delays in the range 0; : : : ; (c − 1)n to the jobs; there is a busy block.
Proof. There are at most cn time steps in which jobs are active. Partition these time
steps into 3c disjoint blocks, each containing n=3 consecutive time steps. Each job is
active for at least two of the blocks. Hence there is at least one block in which at least
2n=3c jobs are active.
We now show that an arbitrary delay pattern handles only a small fraction of the
permutation instances. We shall do this by showing that a random permutation instance
is highly unlikely to be handled by this delay pattern. A random permutation instance
will be constructed gradually, by <rst choosing at random the operations in the busy
block, and afterwards the operations outside the busy block. The conditioning of each
random choice on the previous ones will be such that the resulting JSS instance will
be indeed a permutation instance, chosen uniformly at random. We now proceed with
the analysis.
Fix an arbitrary delay pattern. This creates a busy block. (If there are several busy
blocks, then consider just one of them arbitrarily.) Number the columns (times steps)
in the busy block from 1 to n=3. Start assigning at random operations to the 2n=3c
active jobs in the busy block, column after column.
Denition 3. A machine is alive at a certain point in time (column), if it has not
already been used by more than n=3c of the active jobs.
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Denition 4. A job Jj wants machine Mk at a certain point in time, if none of the
operations already assigned to job Jj required machine Mk .
Lemma 3. After 7xing the delay pattern; in the busy block; for t¡n=3; for any
assignment of operations to columns 1; : : : ; t; the probability that column t + 1 is fat
is ¿1− n−c1 ; for any constant c1 and large enough n.
Proof. Consider column t + 1 of the busy block. The number of machines that are
alive at this column is at least
n− (2n=3c)t
n=3c
= n− 2t ¿ n=3:
We use the following (somewhat redundant) notation. The number of jobs that want
machine i in column t + 1 is denoted by ni. If the machine is alive then ni¿n=3c.
A job that may choose machine i in column t has n− t possible machines to choose
from. We denote this number by Nt :
P(Nt; ni; i; t;¿ k)
def= probability machine #i; which is alive; is requested by
at least k jobs in column t + 1;
P(Nt; ni; i; t;= k)
def= probability machine #i; which is alive; is requested by
exactly k jobs in column t + 1;
Q(t;¡ k) def= probability that at column t + 1 there is no live machine
requested by at least k jobs:
Estimating P(Nt; ni; i; t;¿k) we have
P(Nt; ni; i; t;¿ k)¿ P(Nt; ni; i; t;= k)
¿
(
ni
k
)
1
(Nt)k
(
1− 1
Nt
)ni−k
¿
(ni)k
kk
1
(Nt)k
;
where the last inequality holds for our parameters (Nt =M(n), ni =M(n= log n),
k =S(log n= log log n)) when n is suIciently large. (Note that for our parameters
(1 − 1=Nt)ni−k =M(1) and hence is absorbed in our generous underestimation of
( ni
k
)
by (ni)k =k k .)
A machine which is alive is called light if less then k jobs request it in column
t + 1. Consider n=6ck live machines in column t + 1, and compute (an upper bound
on) the probability that all of them are light. For this we use conditional probabilities,
taking into account that a light machine is requested by less than k jobs, and hence
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many jobs are still available to request other machines:
Q(t;¡ k)6 Pr
[
n=6ck⋂
l=1
machine #l is light
]
6 Pr
[
n=6ck−1⋂
l=1
machine #l is light
]
Pr
[
machine #n=6ck is light | ⋂
l¡n=6ck
machine #l is light
]
...
6
n=6ck∏
l=1
(1− P(Nt − l+ 1; nl − (k − 1)(l− 1); l; t;¿ k))
6
[
1− (n=6c)
k
kk
(
1
Nt
)k]n=6ck
6
[
1− (n=6c)
k
kk
(
1
n
)k]n=6ck
=
[
1− 1
(6ck)k
]n=6ck
:
For suIciently large n, c¡ log n and k¡ log n=3 log log n, we have that (6ck)k¡
(n=6ck1=c1 ln n), implying that this probability is below 1=nc1 .
Lemma 4. For any assignment of initial delays; for a fraction of at least 1 − n−c2n
of the possible permutation instances; there are ¿(1=3−)n fat columns in the busy
block; where c2¿0 and 0¡¡1=3 are arbitrary constants and n is su>ciently large.
Proof. Let E the event that there exist at least n nonfat columns in the active block.
Pr[E]6
(
n=3
n
)
Pr
[
n⋂
i=1
block column #i is not fat
]
6
(
n=3
n
)
Pr
[
n−1⋂
i=1
block column #i is not fat
]
Pr
[
block column #n is not fat |
n−1⋂
i=1
block column #i is not fat
]
...
6 2n=3n−c1n
(since the upper bound proved in Lemma 3 is w:r:t: any history)
6 n−c2n;
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where c2  c1 − o(1) can be made arbitrarily large by taking c1 from Lemma 3
arbitrarily large.
Set  above to be =1=12. Making c1 (and hence c2) large enough so that nc2n¿
2(n log n)n, any choice of delays handles at most a fraction of d−n=2 of all problem
instances — in the sense that there are less than n=4 fat columns for that instance.
This implies:
Theorem 5. For su>ciently large n; there is an instance of the unit-length acyclic
JSS problem (and thus of the general JSS problem) s.t. for any assignment of the
initial delays in the range up to n log n; there are n=4 time units such that in each of
these time units there is at least one machine with a load of log n=3 log log n.
4. Small drifts versus good delay patterns
In this section we shall explore how well synchronized (fair) an optimal schedule
can be and how short a well synchronized schedule can be made. In fact we shall
show that one of the properties of the schedule comes at the expense of the other.
Denition 5. An s-fair schedule is a schedule in which for any pair of jobs J1; J2 and
any two time steps t16t2 for which both of these jobs are active (i.e., have already
started but have not terminated yet) |C1(t1; t2) − C2(t1; t2)|6s, where Ci(t1; t2) is the
number of operations job Ji has completed between time steps t1 and t2. We shall call
the di4erence |C1(t1; t2)−C2(t1; t2)| the drift between J1 and J2 at time interval (t1; t2).
Denition 6. We shall say that a job touches a time-unit if the time unit falls within
the time interval in which the job is active.
Denition 7. For a given schedule, the process of shrinking a job with respect to time
t denotes removing recursively all the intermediate delays scheduled for the job in a
way such that:
• if a unit of delay was at some time t0¡t then the entire job’s part preceding
t0, originally scheduled to start at some time toldstart is rescheduled to start at time
tnewstart = t
old
start + 1;
• if a unit of delay was at some time t0¿t then the entire job’s part following t0, origi-
nally scheduled to start at some time toldstart is reschedules to start at time t
new
start = t
old
start−1.
The job is said to be clustered around t after all the intermediate delays are removed
in the above fashion.
Theorem 6. For some instances of the unit-length acyclic JSS problem there does not
exist an s-fair schedule of length O(Pmax +max) for any constant s. More generally;
for these instances; a schedule of length cln cannot be s-fair for s=1=24cl log n= log
log n.
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Fig. 1. The original schedule.
Proof. Consider a permutation instance for which we showed in Section 3 that any ini-
tial delay assignment causes n=4 fat columns. Assume for the purpose of contradiction
that this instance has a schedule of length cln that is s-fair with s=1=24cl log n= log
log n. W.l.o.g., assume that the jobs of the instance are sorted in ascending order of
their initial delays, i.e., J1 has the shortest initial delay, Jn the longest. Partition the
linear schedule into blocks of length n. Since the time span of any job’s activity for the
instance of the problem is ¿n, each job must “touch” at least one of the blocks bound-
aries. Let b(j) denote the time at the <rst boundary that job Jj “touches”. See Fig. 1.
Now transform the linear schedule that we have into another linear schedule, which
will be at most twice as long, in the following way:
• First shrink each job Jj with respect to its b(j) by removing its intermediate delays.
See Fig. 2 for the result.
• Double the distance between block boundaries. The new block boundary b′(j) is
located at 2b(j). Schedule each job Jj to be clustered around its new block boundary
b′(j) (i.e., shifted by b(j) steps relative to the former clustered schedule). See Fig. 3.
Thus, in the resulting linear schedule “clusters” of jobs are formed around each block
boundary b, without any overlaps between di4erent clusters.
The new shrunk and clustered schedule can be viewed as an initial delays schedule
in the sense of Section 3. Beforehand we have proved that this schedule must have a
busy block with n=4 fat columns. All these fat columns must belong to the same cluster.
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Fig. 2. The clustered schedule.
W.l.o.g., renumber the operations of each job involved in this cluster with respect to
the cluster’s boundary, i.e., the <rst operation of job Jj in the cluster after the boundary
shall be called O0j , the one just before the boundary shall be called O
−1
j , etc.
W.l.o.g., let J1 be a job of the cluster that is active during the busy block. Mark the
positions p0; : : : ; p ,  = n=4, corresponding to the operations of J1 that belong to the
fat columns. Locate the places of these operations of J1 in the original schedule. For
an operation Opi1 , let I
pi denote the time interval in the original schedule that starts
at the J1 operation O
pi−s
1 , and ends at the J1 operation O
pi+s−1
1 (recall that s is the
postulated drift). Now, consider the following subset of the intervals: Ips ; Ip3s ; Ip5s ; : : : :
No two of these intervals overlap.
Lemma 7. For some integer value of h satisfying s6(2h+1)s6 −s; the time interval
Ip(2h+1)s described above has length at most 8scl.
Proof. The entire original schedule has length 6cln. In it we identi<ed n=8s disjoint
time intervals. Thus at least one of them is of length at most 8scl.
Let t(1; k) denote the time at which operation k of job J1 was originally scheduled
(before clustering).
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Fig. 3. The resulting initial delays type schedule.
Lemma 8. In the original s-fair schedule; each job Jj belonging to J1’s cluster of
the “clustered” and “spread” schedule; has performed its Okj operation in the time
interval between t(1; k − s) and t(1; k + s).
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Let b be the block boundary around which all the jobs in
J1’s cluster are concentrated. Consider the job Jj that has not completed its Okj before
t(1; k+ s); k¿0. Recall our de<nition of shrinking and the renumbering of the cluster’s
jobs operation. Since k¿0, we may conclude that Okj was originally scheduled after
the block boundary b. In addition, O01 ; : : : ; O
k+s
1 were also scheduled after the block
boundary b. Therefore, in the time interval between the block boundary b and t(1; k+s),
setting
t1 = b;
t2 = t(1; k + s)
(where t1; t2 are as mentioned in De<nition 5) we have:
|C1(t1; t2)− Cj(t1; t2)|¿ s;
contradicting the fact that the original schedule was s-fair.
The case where k¡0 is treated similarly.
Hence, we conclude that Jj must have completed its Okj in the time interval de<ned
by t1(1; k − s) and t1(1; k + s).
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According to Lemma 7 there exists a short time interval in the original schedule,
which corresponds to s operations of J1 before the fat column operation of J1 and s op-
erations after it. By Lemma 8, all the operations of the fat column on the most loaded
machine Mi were scheduled within this time interval. However, the size of the time
interval in which they should be scheduled is 8scl, while there are log n=3 log log n
jobs with an operation on Mi to be scheduled in that interval. For the schedule
to be legal, machine Mi performs at most one operation at each time unit. Hence
s¿ log n=24cl log log n.
5. Concluding remarks
The work reported here is part of the M.Sc. thesis of the second author [5]. Another
result in this thesis is that the JSS problem is NP-hard even when there are only three
jobs and three machines and preemption is allowed. As the authors later found out,
this NP-hardness result appeared previously in [7] (in Russian).
As explained in the introduction, a major motivation for studying the structure of
short schedules was the open question of whether every JSS problem has a schedule
of length O(max + Pmax). (Recall that in [4] such an upper bound is proved for unit-
length acyclic JSS problems.) This question was resolved recently in [2], showing that
there are instances of acyclic JSS (with operations of varying lengths) for which the
shortest schedule does not obey this upper bound.
A preliminary version of the current paper appeared in the Proceedings of Third Ital-
ian Conference on Algorithms and Complexity, LNCS 1203, Springer, 1997,
pp. 74–85.
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